June 24th 2022

Dear ISCS Community,
The end of the academic year has arrived! This time of the year is both happy
and sad as we look back over the positive experiences of the last year and look
forward to the long summer holidays. We do also say goodbye to some of our
students, families and staff as they start a fresh chapter in another part of the
world.

Firstly, I would like to address the parents. Thank you for your continuous
support this year. I really appreciate your contribution and your trust in ISCS for
the education of your children. I hope that we have done a great job, by raising
the standards and adding new initiatives to our provision. Thank you for helping
to create the unique school we are building together.
Secondly, I want to recognise our staff for their enthusiasm and tireless effort.
In the last weeks, our Primary and Secondary staff have organised and delivered
an amazing set of activities and trips. These off-timetable ‘classes’ are an
amazing experience for the children. They offer valuable educational experiences, which are not possible during a traditional school week. Through a range of
activities, students are engaged, inspired and challenged through their curriculum preferences, hobbies or interests. Thank you for your time in planning and
delivering these activities.
Finally, our students have been amazing during the whole year. Their hard work,
commitment to their studies and good behaviour during the trips and the Activity week has touched us all. Some are getting their external exams results in August and wish them very good results. I appreciate the daily contribution of our
students to the ISCS ethos: respect, excellence and global mindset. I think that
all of our students finish the year in a better position than they started. Thank
you for creating this amazing community.
We wish you all an excellent summer and looking forward to seeing you next
year.
JOSE ANTONIO PARRA

YEAR 5 AND 6
End of School Play - Witches by Roald Dahl.
To celebrate Y6 leaving the Primary school a collective of Upper Primary students from Mr Hawthorne’s and
Ms Knight's class prepared a play. Their interpretation of Witches by Roald Dahl entertained and impressed
both younger students and the parents. The absolute star of the show was Marco Verolino in his
unforgettable role of the Grand High Witch, however Martin showcasing his comedic potentials and a spot on
accent was a close second. The show was a lot of work, but it surely paid off.
Ms Belfort

SPORTS DAY
What a fantastic morning we all had on Monday ! We took part in football skills with a penalty to finish, target
games, an obstacle course and parachute games. We then had snacks and drinks, kindly provided by the PO,
sheltered by the shade of the trees. After a re-fuel we enjoyed a sack race, egg and spoon race and some
class races. I have to say there were some extremely competitive parents in the sack race ! Congratulations
to Nikita and Sofia’s dad for winning the Dad’s sack race and thanks to all the parents who competed, cheered
and helped with the day ! What great sports !

Mrs Mcveigh

CRAFT DAY
Lower primary students gathered in Miss Mac’s classroom to start their activities first thing Tuesday
morning. They made some lovely, colourful designs before playtime then completed their caps before lunch.
The year 2, 3 and 4 children started out on their cap designs in Miss Knight’s room filling the room with eager
chatter about what they were going to do. Once the ideas were on paper and everyone was ready to start on
the actual hats, the classes got on with their project. The results were fantastic and many children proudly
wore their caps for the rest of the day! The year 5 and 6 children had a slightly different project of designing a
t-shirt as a memory of their upper primary experience. Due to the Performance, the class had little
opportunity to sit down for a long period of time to complete their projects. Some got further than others so
they could finish off the next day or take the shirts home to finish them.
Miss Knight

HIKE
Despite the rainy weather the children had a fantastic hike on Wednesday. Along the way, they spotted an
abundance of animals such as bears, wolves and lynx to name a few! Here are the highlights, in the
children's words:
Mahammad: the huge playground! I loved spinning around
Annette: when we hiked to the park
Ruben: finding a stick to hike with
Myriam: singing with Killian on the minibus
Nikita: the huge zip line
A huge thank you to Prof P for organising such a great day!

Goodbye Year 6!
It is my pleasure to say a few words of farewell
and congratulations to our Graduating Class of
Year 6, 2022. I trust that we have prepared you
well for Secondary School and that you will all
reach your full potential. We are confident that
you are ready for this big transition from the
familiar faces and surroundings of Primary School,
to the new routines, teachers and classmates that
you will have in Secondary School. You have been
an absolute pleasure to teach. Good luck and
comer and see us from time to time in primary!

Goodbye Year 6!

WHAT A YEAR!
Dear ISCS Community,
I would like to say a huge thank you to everyone for their commitment to our school and ongoing hard
work this year. This has been my first year as Head of Secondary at ISCS and our Team has achieved so
much and is planning great things for the year and years ahead! We have navigated Covid (we hope!) and
our students have continued to receive consistent guidance and teaching so that they have been able to
learn to the best possible level. We have increased our staff numbers this year and in turn our students
numbers, with particular hot spots in Year 9, 10 and 12. This is great news!
We have amended the reporting system and now our students are entrenched in the 4 cornerstones so
that they know how to reach their potential in all of their subjects. We implemented a programme of
face to face parents evenings and Curriculum evenings, culminating in our half day Student Progress
Conference, which was very successful, receiving lots of positive feedback from parents and
students. We had our first ‘A Level taster morning’, where our Year 11 students could sample the
subjects and complexity of the next phase of their learning journey as they enter into Year 12. Trips were
launched again in earnest, starting with the Zurich digital Arts festival ‘Refresh’. We visited the Frida
Kahlo immersive exhibition, on two occasions students have visited Southern Spain in collaboration
with our Team at Sage College and we have finished the year on a high note with our first ever Activities
Week! So many things and much more besides!
Our school is at an exciting time in its development and we are only just beginning! It is, of course, the
staff, students and parents that are at the heart of this.
Special recognition must be given to my whole Secondary Team and to those behind the scenes who
work to ensure our community runs smoothly; to Ms Saenz, Ms Blaser, Irene and Michele. I must also
thank the Parents’ Organisation for their ongoing support and the skills that they provide without
question. And of course, thank you to our wonderful students who have taken on board wearing a
uniform this year and continue to impress us and make us proud every day!
My final thank you is for the staff who are leaving the ISCS Secondary team this year; to Mr Jackson, to
Herr Boelle, to Mr Leach and to Miss Villalobos. We thank you for your commitment to the school and we
all wish you all the best and every happiness in the future.
And just like that…the year is over!
We wish everyone in the ISCS Community a wonderful Summer and those who are leaving us, good luck
and please keep in touch!
We look forward to another great year and will see you all in August!

With warm wishes,
Rebecca

ACTIVITIES WEEK ROUND-UP
Badi Day!
Secondary began their week at Cham Badi where they competed in
volleyball, badminton and table tennis! Students also took a paddle board
lesson with the wonderful SUP & SURF ZUG Team. Everyone made the most
of the sunshine and had a lovely day! Well done to everyone!

Global Goals Day!

Next year one of our focuses in secondary will be the first 4 Global
Goals. We kicked this thinking off this week with some activities
around these 4 areas. Students considered Health, worked out their
BMI and even performed the infamous ‘ Bleep Test!’. students also
made healthy bites, and designed an improved set of logos for the goals
amongst other things! Watch this space for an exciting new
programme to be launched in the next academic year 2022/2023!

Europa Park Day!
On Wednesday we took students on a special outing to see all of
Europe in a day! We achieved this by visiting Europa Park
Germany, one of the largest theme parks in the world. Our
secondary students had a wonderful time exploring the
different country zones, indulging in some European specialities
and enjoying thrilling roller coaster rides. A great day for all,
packed with exciting activities and adrenaline rush to reward
ourselves for a fantastic academic year 21/22. Thank you to Herr
Boelle, Frau Lepore, Miss Orford, Miss Villalobos & Mrs Evison
who accompanied our students!

Community Day!
Thursday saw students and staff alike spending a busy day with community service. The corridors were
bustling with students cleaning up displays and rearranging rooms and all pulled up their sleeves to empty our
school cellar and theatre area to make space for new ventures next year. Well done ISCS!

Student hike along the Lorze
Sometimes the best things and nicest adventures begin right in your backyard. This week
students undertook a wonderful hike along the river Lorze, which flows by our school. Walking through the
lush green on the river banks was the perfect opportunity to unwind and look back on an eventful year, all
rounded of with an ice cream delivery right to the river by Mrs. Blaser.

ISCS NGO
The ISCS NGO goes from strength to strength
In its second year the NGO has been going strong and has developed into a distinct Primary and Secondary branch of passionate student leaders, each developing their own activities and running the
big events together.
In the academic year 2020/21 the NGO generated at all events a total profit of 1758,25 CHF, which
was kept in savings for future projects.
In the academic year 2021/22 the NGO generated at all events a total of 5.356,- CHF.
The difference of raising 3.597,75 CHF more is significant and is an increase of more than 200%.
Out of this sum two figures stand out:
- The Malala Charity run, which raised 2.000,- CHF for the Malala Fund and their work to empower
girls and female educators in Afghanistan.
- The support of Caritas International in Ukrainian with 1.400,- CHF, which includes the funds
raised at the ISCS market stall in Zug.
This leaves the NGO fund with a total capital of 3.714,25 CHF at the end of the academic year
21/22!
This amazing savings capital is intended for future social projects the school will set up.
A significant step towards this could be our intended long-term collaboration with the Malala Fund.
The
Malala team loves our work and we had a wonderful live meeting with our students this Tuesday for
Global Goals day to share insights into their work and explore how we can deepen our collaboration,
potentially
enabling our students to personally become involved in a project next year.
All in all it makes me very proud to see how many members of the ISCS community make an effort to
serve others and I am very excited to see how the NGO will continue to go from strength to strength
in facilitating change at home and in the world at large.
With kind regards
Adrian Boelle

A HUGE THANK YOU
The school year came to an end and we would like to thank
all of you for the tremendous help and support over the last
three months. We were overwhelmed by the support of ISCS
parents, students, teachers. This is an incredibly difficult
time for my family, we watch in horror how the events in
Ukraine are unfolding. We can’t describe how sad it was to
see schools and hospitals in our home town being reduced
to a pile of rubble.
There are many uncertainties in our lives now, but one thing
is certain - the outpouring messages of love and support
that we have received from all of you are speechless.
My sister Vera, her kids Liza and Andrey are very fortunate
to join our school. The first days were the hardest, however
the atmosphere of teaching and friendship distracted them
from the events they’ve seen and thoughts they have.
We thank everyone for their tremendous support. We
appreciate everything you do and we hope to see you in year
2022/23.
Family Perliyev and Ohiichuk (Vera, Liza and Andrey)

ISCS House Competition
What a year for all of the houses that make up our wonderful ISCS student community. Yellow House once
again defended their title and are now 4-times champions in a row!!!! Well done to other houses as well and
we will continue the competition in the year 2022/23.

I

YEAR 12 UNIVERSITIES TRIP TO THE NETHERLANDS

During today's German lesson we baked a "Pizza vom
Blech" ("Oven tray pizza"). In this way students learn
to apply German to everyday life. This is just one out
of many activities that help students get more
envolved and enthusiastic about the German
language.

"Pizza vom Blech"

Wir wünschen einen guten Appetit!

Dates for the diary
AS & A LEVEL RESULTS DAY
(RELEASED BY CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL)

Thursday 11th August 2022

IGCSE RESULTS DAY CAMBRIDGE
(RELEASED BY CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL)

Thursday 18th August 2022

BACK TO SCHOOL (STAFF)

Tuesday 16th August 2022

BACK TO SCHOOL (STUDENTS)

Tuesday 23rd August 2022

